Loosely bound membranes exhibit an unusual elastic response when pinched together by optical tweezers, locally unbinding to a large intermembrane distance. Tweezing a stack of many bound membranes produces extreme local swelling in the vicinity of the tweezing point. We introduce a model that incorporates bending elasticity, fluctuations, and intermembrane interactions to calculate the membrane profiles subject to a local pinch. Theoretically, we find strongly overshooting profiles in agreement with experiment.
by the elastic response and fluctuations of the embedding bilayer [4] . To study the overall membrane response to a single binding site, we study a simplified model system by locally pinching together two membranes with optical tweezers [5, 6] . This system can also model "local collisions, " which are important in the study of interacting, flexible membranes and the understanding of their unbinding transition [7, 8] .
Previously, we showed that laser tweezers remove area from the membrane, inducing tension in membranes with limited area and thus driving shape transitions.
In the present work the tweezers are used primarily as a mechanical tool, clamping at a point two large planar membranes, which effectively have unlimited area and allow only a negligible buildup of tension. We studied bilayers composed of dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) (Sigma) produced by a standard technique [9] . Our experimental setup is described elsewhere [10, 11] . [12] , which takes into account both the bending energy [3, 12, 13] respectively (for ro = 0.5 p, m). This is in reasonable agreement with the predicted magnitude given above. While the theory presented here provides a satisfactory and physically interesting explanation of the experiment, the fact that the laser is applied continuously during the entire process leads us to consider several alternative effects, which turn out to be less relevant.
(1) Global tension The main . a-ction of optical tweezers on a lipid bilayer is to attract lipid into the trap. So long as the membrane has excess area, it will accommodate the area loss with practically no tension by changing its shape. Once tension appears it can lead to shape transformations in tubes [11] and to pressurization of floppy micron size vesicles [10] Fig. 4 To estimate the amount of heating due to absorption at the laser wavelength, we assume that the trap is a localized heat source [6] . 251, 581 (1993) .
